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Abstract. High utility itemset mining is the problem of finding sets of
items whose utilities are higher than or equal to a specific threshold.
We propose a novel technique called mHUIMiner, which utilises a tree
structure to guide the itemset expansion process to avoid considering
itemsets that are nonexistent in the database. Unlike current techniques,
it does not have a complex pruning strategy that requires expensive
computation overhead. Extensive experiments have been done to com-
pare mHUIMiner to other state-of-the-art algorithms. The experimental
results show that our technique outperforms the state-of-the-art algo-
rithms in terms of running time for sparse datasets.
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1 Introduction

The problem of frequent itemset mining (FIM) [1, 4] is to find a set of itemsets
that appear frequently in a transaction database. Classic FIM assumes that
an item can only appear once in a transaction and every distinct item in the
database has the same weight or importance. It is obvious that this assumption
is not always true in real world scenarios. For example, consider a transaction
database of a supermarket. Multiple identical items can appear in the same
transaction. The profit and price of each item can also be different. The item
with a higher profit or price should be assigned a higher weight. FIM algorithms
generate a set of frequent itemsets, but these itemsets may contribute low profit
or revenue to a company. To address these issues, the problem of high-utility
itemset mining (HUIM) was proposed [9]. In HUIM, an item can appear more
than once in a transaction, and each item has a utility value (weight). The goal
of HUIM is to find a set of itemsets whose utility values are higher than a specific
threshold. The techniques found in FIM algorithms cannot usually be directly
used in HUIM problems. This is due to the fact that the downward closure
property does not hold in a HUIM problem.

HUIM algorithms such as Two-Phase [7], UPGrowth [8] and IHUP [2] all
involve two phases in the mining process. These algorithms usually generate a
large number of candidates and the process of computing the exact utility value
for each of the candidates can be very expensive. HUI-Miner [5] is a one-phase
algorithm that generates high-utility itemsets without a candidate-generation



process. HUI-Miner proposed a structure called a utility-list. This process of cre-
ating the utility-list can be expensive, and HUI-Miner does not have a mechanism
to prune out the unnecessary constructions of utility-lists. FHM [3] introduced
a pruning strategy to avoid the unnecessary utility-list constructions. However,
this approach is not efficient for databases that are sparse. Another algorithm
called EFIM [10] introduced an array-based utility counting technique to com-
pute the overestimation of utility for pruning purposes. It also uses database
projection and transaction merging to reduce the cost of the database scan.
EFIM has been shown to be more efficient than previous algorithms both in
terms of running time and memory consumption. However, experiments show
that the performance advantage of EFIM shrinks on sparse datasets. An example
of a sparse dataset is the transaction database of a supermarket. A supermarket
usually has a vast variety of products available. However, each transaction con-
tains only a tiny portion of the products available. Considering market basket
analysis is a very important application of HUIM, a new algorithm that achieves
better performance on sparse datasets is necessary.

We propose a novel high-utility itemset mining algorithm, mHUIMiner (mod-
ified HUI-Miner), that provides the best running time on sparse datasets, while
maintaining a comparable performance to other state-of-the-art algorithms on
dense datasets. Unlike what the name suggests this goes beyond minor modifi-
cations to the existing HUI-Miner. This technique avoids unnecessary utility-list
constructions in HUI-Miner by incorporating a tree structure. It also does not
have a complex pruning strategy that requires expensive computational over-
head, which usually does not achieve economies of scale in sparse datasets. We
also present performance comparisons of the proposed mHUIMiner against other
state-of-the-art high-utility itemset mining algorithms. Based on experiments
on a set of real-world transaction datasets, it shows that mHUIMiner is the
fastest on sparse datasets. We also conducted experiments on a set of synthetic
datasets with various densities. The results show that as the density decreases,
mHUIMiner still performs efficiently.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. We provide the problem def-
inition and related works in Section 2. We describe the proposed algorithm in
Section 3. In Section 4, we present the experimental results and evaluation of
our proposed algorithm. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries and Related Work

Let I = {i1, i2, i3, ..., in} be a set of single items. A transaction database DB
usually consists of a transaction table and a utility table. The transaction table
contains a set of transactions {T1, T2, T3, ..., Tk}, where Tid is the unique trans-
action identifier for each transaction. Each transaction is a subset of I and a
count value is associated with each item in the transaction. The utility table
stores all the utility values for each item i in I.

The internal utility of item i in transaction T of database DB is the count
value of i. It represents the quantity of item i in transaction T . We denote



Table 1: Transaction table (top) and utility table (bottom)
Tid Transactions

T1 c 2 b 1 e 1

T2 a 3 e 2 g 1 b 4

T3 a 1 b 2 c 3 d 4 e 5

T4 f 3 g 1

T5 b 1 a 1 d 1

Item a b c d e f g

Profit 5 1 3 4 2 1 2

internal utility of item i in transaction T as iu(i, T ). In Table 1, the internal
utility of item c in transaction T1 is 2. It means that item c appears twice in the
transaction T1. The external utility of item i in database DB is the utility value
(e.g. unit profit) of i in the utility table. It indicates the importance or weight of
an item. The external utility is assumed to be non-negative in the scope of our
research. We denote external utility of item i as eu(i). For example, in Table 1,
the external utility of item c is 3 according to the utility table. The utility of
item i in transaction T is defined as u(i, T ) = iu(i, T ) × eu(i). It measures the
total utility of item i in a single transaction T . For example, the utility of item
c in transaction T1 is u(c, T1) = iu(c, T1) × eu(c) = 2 × 3 = 6. An itemset
X is a subset of a transaction T . The utility of itemset X in transaction T is
defined as u(X,T ) =

∑
i∈X∧X⊆T u(i, T ). It is the sum of the total utility in

the transaction T of every item that is in the itemset X, where X is a subset
of transaction T . For example, the utility of itemset {cb} in transaction T1 is
u(cb, T1) = u(c, T1) + u(b, T1) = 2 × 3 + 1 × 1 = 7. And the utility of itemset
{cbe} in transaction T1 is u(cbe, T1) = u(c, T1) +u(b, T1) +u(e, T1) = 2× 3 + 1×
1 + 1× 2 = 9. The utility of itemset X in transaction database DB is defined as
u(X,DB) =

∑
T∈DB u(X,T ). This measures the total utility of an itemset X

over the transaction database DB.

The goal of high utility itemset mining is to find all the high utility item-
sets in a transaction database. Let minutil be a user-specified minimum utility
threshold. We say an itemset X is a high utility itemset if u(X,DB) is greater
than or equal to minutil. The transaction utility, denoted as tu(T ), is the sum
of the utilities of all the items in transaction T , where tu(T ) =

∑
i∈T u(i, T ).

Table 2 is the transaction utility table. The transaction weighted utility of an
itemset X is defined as TWU(X) =

∑
T∈DB∧X⊆T tu(T ). Intuitively, TWU(X)

is the sum of the transaction utilities for all the transactions that contain item-
set X. For example, the transaction weighted utility of item b, TWU(b) =
tu(T1) + tu(T2) + tu(T3) + tu(T5) = 9 + 25 + 42 + 10 = 86. Table 3 is the transac-
tion weighted utility table for the transaction database. The transaction weighted
utility (TWU) of an itemset is an overestimation of the exact utility of this item-
set, TWU(X) ≥ u(X). TWU is anti-monotonic, i.e. TWU(X) ≥ TWU(Y ) if
X ⊂ Y . It means that if the TWU of itemset X is smaller than the user entered



threshold, there is no need to consider all the supersets of X, because the TWUs
of the supersets of X are guaranteed to be smaller as well.

Table 2: Transaction Utility
Tid T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

TU 9 25 42 5 10

Table 3: Transaction-Weighted Utility
Item b a e d c g f

TWU 86 77 76 52 51 30 5

Two phase algorithms such as IHUP [2], Two-Phase [7] and UPGrowth [8]
use transaction weighted utility (TWU) [6] as a measure to prune the search
space. Recently, more efficient one-phase algorithms, such as HUI-Miner [5] and
FHM [3], have been introduced. These algorithms utilise a utility-list structure to
maintain utility related information for each itemset, and they mine high-utility
itemsets in a single phase without candidate generation. Let the utility-tuple of
itemset X in transaction T be denoted as (tid, iutil, rutil). tid is the transac-
tion identifier of transaction T . iutil is the utility of itemset X in transaction
T , namely u(X,T ). rutil is the remaining utility of itemset X in transaction T ;
it is the sum of utilities of all the items in T except X. The Utility-list of an
itemset X in database DB is a set of tuples such that there is a utility-tuple for
each transaction that contains X. The tuples in a utility-list are ordered based
on transaction identifiers. sum(iutils) is the sum of iutils of all utility-tuples
in a utility-list. It is equivalent to the total utility of itemset X in the trans-
action database. More formally, sum(iutils) = u(X,DB) =

∑
T∈DB u(X,T ).

sum(iutils) + sum(rutils) is the sum of iutils and rutils of all utility-tuples
in a utility-list. Similar to TWU, sum(iutils) + sum(rutils) is an overesti-
mation of an itemset’s utility in the transaction database. However, it can
be easily proven that sum(iutils) + sum(rutils) ≤ TWU. This means that
sum(iutils) + sum(rutils) can prune out more of the search space than TWU.

HUI-Miner is more efficient than those two-phase algorithms, but it is not
without drawbacks. Suppose the utility-lists of two itemsets have m and n utility-
tuples respectively. Then, the total number of comparisons needed in the new
utility-list construction procedure is at most (m + n). This procedure can be
expensive if the utility-lists are very large. The HUI-Miner algorithm does not
have a good mechanism to prune the constructions of utility-lists. This can cause
the algorithm to run a lot of unnecessary operations to try creating utility-lists
for itemsets that are not even in the database. This problem becomes more
serious for sparse transaction databases. In this context, a sparse transaction
database is a database that has a large number of distinct items while the average
number of items in a transaction is relatively small.

3 mHUIMiner

In this section, we present our mHUIMiner (modified HUI-Miner) algorithm
which solves the problem in the HUI-Miner algorithm. This algorithm is a mod-



ified HUI-Miner that integrates the IHUP-tree structure into the original HUI-
Miner algorithm. A nice property of the IHUP-tree structure is that a path in
the tree corresponds to a transaction in the database. It means that the tree
contains all the information about the composition of all the transactions in the
database. This information tells us which itemsets or patterns actually exist in
the database. Hence, if we mine itemsets along the paths of the tree incremen-
tally, we can avoid expanding the current itemset into one that does not exist
in the database. Next, we will describe the details of mHUIMiner algorithm
and demonstrate how the algorithm works using simple examples based on the
transaction database in Table 1.

Algorithm 1: mHUIMiner

Input: DB: a transaction database, minutil: a user-specified threshold
Output: a set of high-utility itemsets

1 scan DB to calculate the TWU for each single item;
2 scan DB again to create a global IHUPTWU − Tree T along with its header

table T.headerTable and a global hashmap to store utility-list UL for every
single item;

3 for item i from the bottom of T.headerTable do
4 get utility-list ULi from the global hashmap for item i;
5 if sum(ULi.iutils)+sum(ULi.rutils) ≥ minutil then
6 create local prefix tree T i and its header table for item i;
7 call Mining(i, T i, ULi, minutil);

8 end

9 end

The main procedure (Algorithm 1) of mHUIMiner algorithm takes as input a
transaction database and a user-specified threshold minutil. The algorithm scans
the database for the first time to calculate the TWU value for each distinct item
in the database. We create a global tree to maintain transaction information and
initial utility-lists for all the distinct items. During the tree building process, the
header table of the tree is also created. The header table contains TWU values
for all the items that are in the global tree and it is sorted in descending order of
TWU values. During the second scan of the original database, any item whose
TWU is smaller than the threshold minutil is discarded. This means that the
tree and single-item utility-list will only contain items whose TWU values are
equal to or larger than the threshold. Unlike most of the other algorithms using
similar tree structures, the tree in our algorithm does not store any utility related
information. The purpose of the tree is solely to guide the itemset mining and
expansion process. All utility related information we need for high-utility itemset
mining is captured in the utility-lists. We have tried to store utility-tuples inside
the nodes of the tree. However, this means that we have to construct utility-
lists for single-item itemsets on-the-fly during the mining process. Because we
construct a new itemset by adding an item to the current itemset, the utility-list



of the same item would be constructed every time when it is needed. When we
tested this approach it was very inefficient, so we have chosen to use two data
structures to store different types of information. Starting from the bottom of
the header table, we test if the sum of all the iutils and rutils of the item’s
utility-list is smaller than minutil. We ignore an item if this sum is smaller than
the threshold. For the remaining items, local prefix trees and local header tables
for these items are created, and the Mining procedure of the algorithm is called.
Note that the local header table is similar to the global header table, except that
the local header table only contains items that are in the local prefix tree.

Table 4: Example of revised transactions
Tid Item Util. Item Util. Item Util. Item Util. Item Util.

T1 c (6) e (2) b (1)

T2 e (4) a (15) b (4)

T3 c (9) d (16) e (10) a (5) b (2)

T5 d (4) a (5) b (1)

Table 5: Global header table
Item TWU

b 86

a 77

e 76

d 52

c 51

Suppose that the user specified minutil is 40. Table 3 contains all the TWU
values computed during the first database scan. Because the TWU values of
items g and f are smaller than 40, they can be discarded from the transactions.
Table 4 shows all the revised transactions. Revised transactions only contain
items whose TWU values are greater than 40. And all revised transactions are
ascendingly sorted based on TWU values. Figure 1 shows the global tree built
using the revised transactions and Table 5 is the header table of the global tree.
We start from the bottom of the header table. The last item in the header table
is c. The utility-list of c is shown in Figure 4. According to the utility-list, the
sum of iutils and rutils of c is 51. Since the minutil is smaller than 51, we
will create the local prefix tree and its local header table for c. The prefix tree
of c can be seen in Figure 2. Then the mining procedure is called. However, if
minutil were larger than 51, we would ignore item c and move on to the next
item, d, in this case.

The Mining procedure (Algorithm 2) takes as input a prefix tree, a current
itemset, the utility-list of the current itemset and the threshold. It checks if the
sum of all iutils of the utility-list is larger than or equal to the threshold. If the
sum of iutils of the current itemset is larger than the threshold, this itemset
is a high-utility itemset. Then it decides whether to expand current itemset by
comparing the sum of all iutils and rutils against the threshold. If it is larger
than or equal to minutil, we expand the current itemset by adding one new
item from the header table. The prefix tree and the local header table of this
new itemset are created. Then the Construct procedure (Algorithm 3) is called
to create the utility-list for this new itemset. Finally, we call the Mining process
recursively.

Suppose the current itemset is {c}. According to the utility-list of {c}, the
sum of iutils is 15. {c} is not a high-utility itemset because minutil is 40. {c}
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would be a high-utility itemset if the sum of iutils were larger than or equal to
minutil. Recall that the sum of all the iutils and rutils of c is 51. Since minutil
is less than 51, we create the new itemsets by adding single items from its local
prefix tree (Figure 2) to {c}. In this case, the new itemsets would be {cd}, {ce},
{ca} and {cb}. Utility-lists and prefix trees of these new itemsets are generated.
For example, the local prefix tree of {cd} is shown in Figure 3 and the utility-list
of {cd} is shown in Figure 5.

The Mining process is called again to test if {cd}, {ce}, {ca} and {cb} are
high-utility itemsets and whether we should expand them further. We repeat
this process recursively. The algorithm will terminate when we cannot generate
a non-empty prefix tree. As we can see, an itemset expands by adding one single
item from its local prefix tree. This is crucial in making sure that we do not
spend time on itemsets that do not exist in the database.

The Construct procedure (Algorithm 3) takes as input the utility-list for the
current itemset and the utility-list for a single item. First, an empty utility-list
for the new itemset is created. Common transactions are identified by compar-
ing transaction identifiers. For every common transaction, a new utility-tuple
is created and appended to the utility-list. Our mHUIMiner incorporates a tree
structure to guide the itemset expansion process, this ensures that it never needs
to consider an itemset that does not exist in the transaction database. The source
code is published on GitHub: github.com/superRookie007/mHUIMiner.



Algorithm 2: Mining

Input: p: current itemset, Tp: current itemset’s prefix tree, ULp: utility list of
the current itemset, minutil: user-specified threshold

Output: high-utility itemsets
1 if sum(ULp.iutils) ≥ minutil then
2 output p as a high-utility itemset;
3 end
4 if sum(ULp.iutils)+sum(ULp.rutils) ≥ minutil then
5 for item x from the bottom of Tp.headerTable do
6 create prefix-tree Tpx and local header table for new itemset px;
7 get utility-list ULx from global hashmap for item x;
8 ULpx = Construct(ULp, ULx);
9 call Mining(px, Tpx, ULpx, minutil);

10 end

11 end

Algorithm 3: Construct

Input: ULp: the utility-list for itemset P , ULx: the utility-list for item x
Output: ULpx, the utility-list for new itemset px

1 ULpx = NULL;
2 for element Ep in ULp do
3 for element Ex in ULx do
4 if Ex.tid==Ep.tid then
5 Epx = < Ep.tid, Ep.iutil + Ex.iutil, Ex.rutil >;
6 end
7 append Epx to ULpx;

8 end

9 end
10 return ULpx;

4 Evaluations

Extensive experiments have been done to evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed mHUIMiner algorithm against other state-of-the-art algorithms. The com-
peting algorithms include IHUP [2], FHM [3], HUIMiner [5] and EFIM [10]. All
algorithms were implemented in Java. Experiments were performed on a ma-
chine with 2.2 GHz Intel Core i5 CPU and 8 GB of RAM running Windows 10.
Note that all these bench algorithms and mHUIMiner are deterministic and all
these algorithms generate the same high-utility itemsets and rules on the same
dataset with the same threshold setting. Thus we will not be investigating rule
quality as it does not differ between these datasets.

At first, we compare the proposed mHUIMiner against competing algorithms
over standard real life datasets. The datasets and their characteristics are shown
in Table 6. These datasets are obtained from the SPMF website. Suppose a



transaction database has N distinct items and M different items per transaction
on average, the database density is defined as M/N .

Table 6: Characteristics of standard datasets

Dataset # Transactions # Distinct items Avg. # of items per trans. Density
Accidents 340183 468 33.8079 7.2239%
BMS 59602 497 2.5106 0.5052%
Chainstore 1112949 46086 7.2266 0.0157%
Chess 3196 75 37.0000 49.3333%
Foodmart 4141 1559 4.4238 0.2838%
Kosarak 990002 41270 8.1000 0.0196%
Mushroom 8124 119 23 19.3277%
Retail 88162 16470 10.3057 0.0626%

 

Fig. 6: Running time. Vertical-axis: execution time (sec.), horizontal-axis: mini-
mum utility (%)

We ran all the algorithms on each of the datasets while gradually decreasing
the minutil threshold, until an out-of-memory error was raised or a timeout hap-
pened. We terminated experiments whose running times were over 20 minutes.
The experimental results can be found in Figure 6 (running times) and Fig-
ure 7 (memory consumption). It can be seen that in general, the performance of
mHUIMiner is similar to that of HUIMiner and FHM. It is not surprising con-
sidering all of these algorithms use the same utility-list method in their mining
process. Within the group of these three algorithms, mHUIMiner is faster than
the others on chess, foodmart, mushroom and retail. And for accidents and chain-
store, as the minutil threshold gets smaller, mHUIMiner starts to run faster than
FHM and HUIMiner. The IHUP algorithm only managed to finish the experi-
ments on chainstore and foodmart datasets without overtime or memory error.
The EFIM algorithm performed very well in terms of running time for dense
datasets such as accidents, chess and mushroom. But it was outperformed by
mHUIMiner over sparser datasets such as chainstore, foodmart and retail. EFIM



is much more memory efficient than the other algorithms over datasets chess,
mushroom and retail. This is because while other algorithms rely on complex
tree or utility-list structures to maintain information, EFIM generates projected
databases that are often very small in size due to transaction merging.

 

Fig. 7: Memory consumption. Vertical-axis: memory (MB), horizontal-axis: min-
imum utility (%)
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Fig. 8: Synthetic datasets with varying density

It seems that the mHUIMiner algorithm does provide a slight advantage over
FHM and HUIMiner in terms of running time on most of these real datasets.
And while EFIM is very fast on dense datasets, it tends to be outperformed by
mHUIMiner over sparser datasets. We generated additional synthetic datasets
with different density to test this hypothesis. All these synthetic datasets were
generated using the dataset generator in SPMF. All these datasets have the same
100000 transactions and 10.5 average items per transaction. But the density
varies from 5% to 0.005%. We also kept minutil threshold constant at 0.004%
for all the tests. We terminated experiments whose running times were over 30
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Fig. 9: Synthetic dataset with density of 0.005%
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Fig. 10: Synthetic datasets with varying number of transactions

minutes. The results are depicted in Figure 8. It can be seen that mHUIMiner
is the slowest when density is high, but as the density decreases mHUIMiner
becomes substantially more efficient in terms of running time. When density is
at 0.005%, both FHM and HUIMiner ran out of time and mHUIMiner is over 70
times faster than EFIM. However, EFIM consumes less memory than the other
algorithms over these datasets.

We performed additional experiments to test mHUIMiner against EFIM over
a sparse synthetic dataset with varying minutil threshold. This sparse dataset
has density of 0.005%. It has 100000 transactions and 10.5 average items per
transaction. Again, we set the time limit as 30 minutes. The results are depicted
in Figure 9. It can be seen that mHUIMiner is much faster than EFIM on
this sparse dataset, however the memory consumption of mHUIMiner is higher.
Moreover, when minutil was set to 0.0035%, EFIM did not manage to finish in
time.

To confirm that mHUIMiner’s running time and memory consumption do
not grow exponentially according to the number of transactions in the dataset,
we performed tests on datasets with different number of transactions. All of
these datasets have the same number of distinct items (20000) and the same
average number of items per transaction (10.5). We also used the same minutil



threshold of 0.005% for all the tests. The number of transactions varies from
100000 to 500000. The results are depicted in Figure 10. It is obvious that even
though both running time and memory consumption of mHUIMiner increase as
the input size increases, they do not grow exponentially.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We proposed a novel mHUIMiner algorithm for high-utility itemset mining,
which outperforms all of the compared state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of
running time for sparse datasets. Currently our mHUIMiner algorithm is de-
signed to work on static databases, but it can be adapted to mine high-utility
itemsets over incremental databases. Ideally, the incremental algorithm should
be able to reuse previous data structures and mining results to avoid repet-
itive computation after a database is updated. Finally, the current algorithm
assumes that utility values are non-negative. Obviously, this is not always true
in real world applications.
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